CULTURE STREAMING

There’s so much good television on
streaming websites, not to mention the
films. It’s impossible to keep track of what
is worth your time. When it’s cold outside,
it’s time to cuddle up with a good movie or
start binging your next series.

THRILLER/SCI-FI

Dark

If you thought Stranger Things
was a tad too cute, then this
supernatural German-language
thriller about children going
missing from a small town will
reel you right in. Less pop culture
references and more moody
mystery, it’s a cerebral,
time-twisting drama that’s
not for the faint of heart.
NETFLIX

COMEDY

THRILLER

DRAMA

Nola Darling is a “sex-positive, polyamorous, pansexual”
painter in rapidly gentrifying Brooklyn. Navigating
multiple relationships while struggling to make rent, ‘She’s
Gotta Have It’ is Spike Lee at his groundbreaking best.
NETFLIX

This gritty crime-drama depicts three unlikely
collaborators – a banker who’s run out of options, an
ambitious gang leader and an expert hacker – as they try
to get their Bitcoin-type business off the ground.
AMAZON PRIME

If you liked The Great Gatsby but thought it needed more
crime, debauchery and fascists, then get ready to binge this
gorgeously shot show. It follows a tortured police inspector
targeting Mafia-financed porn shoots in 1920’s Berlin.
SKY

She’s Gotta Have It

Startup

Babylon Berlin

COMEDY/SCI FI

COMEDY

COMEDY/ SCI FI

Fresh off its Oscar nomination heels, the little streaming
service that could continues to deliver the goods. This epic
drama tells the story of two veterans turned farmers who
struggle to make life work in the rural American South.
NETFLIX

Midge Maisel’s life is turned upside down when her
husband leaves her for his secretary. Distraught and drunk
on kosher wine, the hilarious housewife stumbles into a
comedy club and instantly becomes a stand-up sensation.
AMAZON PRIME

This isn’t your mother’s beloved police procedural.
Douglas Adams’ quirky Dirk Gently is a self-proclaimed
“holistic detective” who believes in the interconnectedness
of things and favors fate over forensic evidence.
NETFLIX

Mudbound

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Dirk Gently

STAND-UP COMEDY

DOCUMENTARY

THRILLER

Minorities, women, transgender people, sensitive audience
members – in his latest ruminating special, Chappelle
takes every opportunity to offend. But that’s exactly what
you’ve come to expect from the legendary comedian.
NETFLIX

Any toy-obsessed 80s kid will find this in-depth
documentary series riveting as the fascinating stories
behind the billion-dollar Star Wars, Barbie, He-Man and G.I.
Joe toy franchises are told from the creators’ points of view.
NETFLIX

In the age of Peak Television, new prestige dramas vie for
our attention every month. This slow-burner, partially
directed by David Fincher, is worth the time investment as
it lets us peek into the minds of depraved serial killers.
NETFLIX

Dave Chappelle – Equanimity
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PHOTOS FROM TOP: JULIA TERJUNG/NETFLIX, DAVID LEE/NETFLIX 2016 SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT INC, X FILME CREATIVE POOL, STEVE DIETL / NETFLIX, 2017
AMAZON.COM INC., ED ARAQUEL/BBC AMERICA, MATHIEUBITTON, COURTESY OF NETFLIX, PATRICK HARBRON/NETFLIX.
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